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^ U N I V E R S I T Y  OF M O NTANA, M ISSO ULA, M O NTANA.
0 S T E R S  DO
o r k i n f i e l d
taction of Forest Repro- 
" Is Being Made in
pattee Canyon.
tfjij,! study In forest reproduc- 
l! leing carried on by students In 
Ifcaiwatlon class and by Prof.
W. Cook and Prof. Fay Clark 
jjj yorcstry school, at plots on the 
jury Reservation up Pattee canyon, 
tareas of timber not less than 00 
j, dtameier arc cut clean, with 
j^ t 'o f  making observations on 
.tomehow fast the areas reseed 
pKtns, or whether or not brush 
in the place instead, 
nfc of the plots has a trench cut 
to eliminate competition from 
g  eHer trees, and the other plot 
P  left natural. A third plot on 
i nothing has been cut Is being 
g  ,nd measured to determine the 
tad from year to year.
Ip o t  experiments the foresters 
UttutUy changed the nature of 
jonst—in one case from yellow 
fefir to straight yellow pine, and 
^mother case, all of the pine has 
m dciied and only larch left.
*.Cook and Mr. Clark are combin- 
ja  tractor experiments at the plots. 
|  Coot Is determining the damage 
gt to yonng trees and, by scraping, 
Ujer timber. To do this, students 
[ienrn tractors back and forth over 
Mg timber, in one plot 9 times, in 
imhcr plot 10 times, etc., to determine 
> differences and advantages of the 
"il tractor trials.
ippWill Attend 
California Meeting
Blwrity executives representing 
jiooii la the Pacific Coast Athletic 
■efotnee plan a meeting in California 
Mnary L President C. H. Clapp 
fhu to attend.
psetor School tinder the auspices of the School of Forestry will 
beldon the campus next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb- 
p y  3, 4 and 5. In addition to the staff of the Forestry school 
fcfl the field men from the Petrie Tractor and Equipment company, 
pel Caterpillar agency, there will be three logging engineers, II. 
|  Penn, George Plenty, and W. M. Wagner, all factory experts, to 
st in the instruction, to solve local problems and to lead in the 
(Mission of better and cheaper means of tractor logging.
“ t® the last five years, the re-1 weather conditions will determine 
N l of forest products, especially where the field and practice work will 
|  ta Montana has been done by | bo h?ld- Au ctosscs ln the Forestry 
the trees being felled and cut 
P* lengths from 12 to 20 feet long 
u then dragged, 2 or 3 logs a t a 
by horses, to the chutes or .to 
S p p a ii cars for loading. This 
H ft 1* but a step removed from 
by oxen, which in turn is but 
hep from the use of man-power, 
use of tractors has brought
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EIGHTEEN ORGANIZATIONS ENTER
VARSITY VODVIL COMPETITION
Conditions of Competition Explained by Elmer Hugo at Meeting 
Saturday. Tryouts February 15.
Eighteen campus organizations have entered synopses for Varsity 
Vodril. A meeting was held last Saturday and Elmer Hugo, man­
ager, explained conditions of competition to representatives of groups 
who were present.
A rote was held and it  was decided 
that prizes will again be given in the 
form of wall plaques, as they were 
last year for the first time. I t  was 
also announced by Hugo that $35 ln 
expense money will be the maximum 
allowance for each act this year. This 
is an increase of $10 over former years.
Tryouts for the Vodvil will probably 
be held in the Little Theater this year. 
The date for them has been set for 
February 15.
One student organization on the 
campus will probably enter an act but 
will not compete for a prize, it was 
announced. I f  the act reaches the 
finals it  will probably be given as a 
specialty, Hugo says.
The lists of groups who entered syn­
opses is as follows: Zeta Chi, non sor­
ority, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Sigma 
Kappa, Delta Gamma, Alpha XI Delta. 
Kappa Delta, Alpha Phi, Delta Delta 
Delta, Sigma Chi, Delta Sigma Lamb­
da, Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon, Phi Sigma Kappa, Kappa Sig-
Crowder Writes for 
Rice institute Paper Marjorie Stewart, manager of this 
year's Co-ed formal which will be held 
February 14, called a meeting of all of 
the committees in charge of arrange­
ments for the formal yesterday after­
noon. General arrangements, decora-1 
tions and programs were discussed. 
Another meeting will be held next Fri­
day afternoon a t 5 o’clock in Main hall 
to discuss the completed arrangements.
The manager of the formal urges all 
chairmen of the committees to have 
meetings of the girls sometime this 
week and complete the arrangements 
of which they are In charge, so that 
they can report a t the meeting Friday. 
A new plan will be put into opera -
______________ tion this year in decorating the Elite
ferutry Staff, Field Men of Petrie Tractor Company and Three 1 da° ce’ according t0 MflrJorie 
r  “  _ . _  . _____ _ Stew art In former years all of the
Logging Engineers Will Instruct co-eds were asked to help decorate
-------------------  #- whenever they could find time to come
Two lectures, ‘‘Music and the Indi­
vidual” and “Music in the Nation,” by 
John Powell are included in the Rice 
institute pamphlet recently given to 
the University library by Prof. John 
Crowder of the School of Music.
The purpose of the pamphlet is to 
introduce a lecturing fellowship on 
music in the Rice Institute a t Houston, 
Texas.
EOUD ANNUAL TRACTOR SCHOOL 
SCHEDULED FOR FEBRUARY 3, 4, 5
ma, Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Phi 
Epsilon and Sigma Nu.
All fraternities on the campus are 
entered and all sororities, with the 
exception of Kappa Alpha Theta and 
Alpfyi Chi Omega.
The full staff for the production has 
been announced by Hugo. Assistant 
managers are Oliver Wold and George 
Hillman. Melvin Rawn is stage man­
ager, with Franklin Long as assistant. 
The publicity is ln charge of Sam Gil- 
luly, Dong Hutchinson and Bill Kelly. 
Kelly.
Co-Eds Make 
Arrangements 
For Form al
Meeting of All Committees 
Will Be Held Friday 
Afternoon at 5.
Publications Board 
Authorizes T h r e e  
Ad Mediums of U
To Missoula Business Houses and
Associated Students of University
of Montana:
Under the Constitution of the A. 
S. U. M. and by-laws thereof—The 
Publications Board shall have all 
other than editorial supervision over 
all student publications, together 
with any special duties outlined for 
the committee by the Central 
Board; the committee shall also act 
in advisory and co-operative capac­
ity with other University publica­
tions.
That the purpose of the committee 
shall be to stabilize advertising 
rates in University publications and 
it shall endeavor to fix a rate that 
will be most satisfactory so that 
there will not be such great varia­
tions from one year to the other.
So as to protect Missoula adver­
tisers from promiscuous advertising 
ln University publications there are 
three authorized University publi­
cations :
1. The Montana Kaimin.
2. The Sentinel.
3. The Alumnus.
Students, groups of students, or 
organizations on the campus desir­
ing to publish magazine, pamphlet, 
program, etc., and use local adver­
tising must first be authorized by 
Publications Board or else publica­
tions rights will be revoked, regard­
less of advertising previously se­
cured.
C. POWELL, Chairman.
Publications Board.
INDIAN MUSEUM 
RECEIVES RELICS
Two Contribution* Are Work 
of Pomo Indians.
Two contributions for the projected 
Indian museum have been received 
from Ruth Reading, former student at 
the University, by the department of 
economics and sociology. Both are the 
work of Indians who formerly inhab­
ited California, one from the Pomo 
Indians and one made by the Tokut 
Indians of the Tosemite Valley.
A mortar and pestle used for grind­
ing maize and roots which was found 
in an old camp site of the Pomo tribe 
on the Santa Rosa Creek hear Melita, 
Cal., is one of the specimens. The 
other is a  small basket woven of local 
twigs, roots and bark by the Tokut 
Indians, which according to Dr. Tur­
ney-high shows excellent modern 
workmanship. The decoration of the 
basket illustrates the legends of the 
people.
Noyd
Under the supervision of Professor I. W. Cook, the second annual down, and it was found that only cer-
m -* revolution in the transporta-
IjMf forest material. Today woods 
have been motorized, with 
W** production and lower price to 
as a result. The tractors 
r  t  with them many prob- 
5%  a* when to use and when 
” ,..08ethem, a knowledge of their 
RJhtiet and limitations, and an 
• knowledge of the machinery 
with them.
remedy this situation, the For- 
|***°°l in cooperation with the 
w T 2u TraCt0r comi)an5r inaugur- 
t traCt0r whool. Last year 
h i. a ® 108,1 *roin the commun- 
... | f t  to University students 
fte __.*7Ughes high school students, 
_  'jftterc'd, and the tractor or- 
.  a neat especially qualified in- 
L •, ^̂ Btst the Forestry school 
»e course. The local agency 
tr^ctors of various 
e8’ s ta b le  for wood use, 
j^phoental purposes.
k ^ „ . ? \ conr*e was glTen ,n
» arti”:  hJ' ha* beett. Changed to 
h> lS to«te &r 1930’ Thl* Fear, 
^ailaKi r̂act°r*  of all sizes will 
Si irin * ^  h*® in both operation 
Ny ha « *». Restoration which for- 
t0 “ an in
•hoe to
toterested-iiot only log- 
° ^ Iela*8’ dealers and 
^ C ^ 0nmeD* addition to 
emselve8» various types 
its machinery and tractor 
'bsepvnH al8° H  nsed for 8t«dy 
" in  be
: forestry building, but
school will be held regularly, as the 
Tractor school does not interfere in 
any way with University procedure. 
There will be no charges or costs in 
any way In connection with the school.
tain groups responded. This year, each 
sorority will be put in charge of the 
work for a half day, sometime during 
the week preceding the dance, and the 
presidents of the houses will be re­
sponsible for the girls doing their 
share. Tho committee believes that 
the work will thereby be more evenly 
distributed among the women.
The committees appointed for the 
formal a re : decorations. Marian Hobbs, 
Dorothy Luxton, Jean Paterson, Hazel 
Larson, Beth Mania, Ruth Gelhaus, 
Elea no re Keefe, Dorothy Briggs, Elvira 
Hawkins, Catherine Nicholson, and 
Ethlyn Fowler; music, Fay McCollum 
and Georgia Fisher; special arrange­
ments, Georgia Stripp, Helen Maddock,
Withdraws ta 
Go to Fort Snelling
He Will Prepare for West Point En­
trance Examinations.
Fred Noyd, who received an appoint­
ment to West Point last quarter, has 
withdrawn from school preparatory to 
reporting a t Fort Snelling, Minnesota, 
where he will prepare for entrance 
examinations. This appointment was 
made from a competitive examination 
held for all members of the National 
Guard who wished to take it. He re­
ceived an alternate appointment last 
year. I f  the entrance and the follow­
ing physical examinations are passed 
he will enter West Point as a student 
in military civil engineering. His ap­
pointment was made by Colonel E. IT. 
Williams, adjutant-general of the 
state’s National Guard. Noyd is a 
member of Second headquarters com­
pany located a t his home in Whitehall.
Noyd is a first year student ln the 
Pharmacy school. His record has been 
good there. He is a member of Sigma 
Nu, social fraternity, and a pledge of 
Kappa Psr,' men’s national pharmaceu­
tical fraternity. Previous to entering 
the University he worked for the 
Whitehall Drug company.
Capacity House 
Turns Out for 
Student P lays
Masquers and Press Club 
Present One-Act Farces 
at Little Theatre.
Two riotous farces drew a near ca­
pacity bouse a t  the Little Theatre last 
night. The Press club and the Masqu­
ers joined in presenting the two one- 
acts. This was the second public pro­
gram of the quarter sponsored by the 
Masquers. The next one will be pre­
sented on February 18.
“The Plumber,” the first play offered 
last night, was a  presentation of the 
Press club. I t  was a skit showing the 
supremacy of man-power over brain­
power in the year 1945. The cast was 
as follows:
Mr. Mallory, the plumber Bill Riberdy
Margaret Mallory _Hildegarde Mertz
Oswald, Mallory's secretary
STUDENT UNION HOME 
AT O. S. C. IS DEPICTED 
IN BUILDING SERIES
Questionnaire W ill Secure Student Opinion on 
Features to Be Used in Building to Be Erected 
on Campus.
Oregon State college’s union building at Corvallis, Oregon, has 
been fully described in the May Oregon State Monthly and it is 
from this source that the second description of union buildings on 
other campi is taken. By such information which will appear in the 
following Eaimins, students may learn about other union buildings 
and decide what features in them they like, so as to he able to 
answer the questionnaire which will appear in the next week or so.
The entrance of the Oregon State 
memorial building is reached by a 
flight of long, low, gradual steps. On 
either side are two massive stone col- 
ums supporting the white glazed terra 
cotta dome. The entrance is flanked 
on either side by 12 stone columns 
while a terrace 35 feet in width runs 
the length of the building. In the 
main entrance are the bronze doors, 
gift of the Class of 1926, above which 
is an artistic arched window of small 
panels in bronze frames. The terrace 
entrance provides convenient bases for 
gifts of statuary. The terrace rises 
several feet above the surrounding gar-
BYRD TALKS ON 
SOCIAL QUEST ION
Class Enrollment Increases Over 
Last Week.
“Family Problems and the Social 
Worker,” an analysis of case studies, 
was the subject of Miss Hasseltlne 
Byrd’s evening course lecture last 
night. In her talk. Miss Byrd treated 
the different topics of when to help, 
what to know to help intelligently, 
sources of information, self-revelation, 
facing facts, motivating and cultivating 
responsibility, and the part the social 
worker plays as mediator.
The subject for next Monday night 
will be “Children’s Problems.” En­
rollment in the ten-weeks’ course, 
B. Furman Winana I which Is conducted by Miss Byrd every
Professor Prosser ...........George Adams I Monday night, has grown somewhat at
Between the acta Bill Brown gave a eack session, there having been an In­
funny black-face monologue. crease in the second session of nine
The second play of the evening was over the first meeting. The attendance 
“Heads and Hearts of Oak” or “Love indicates a  substantial interest in the 
Will Find a Way,” presented by the I solution of social problems, among both 
Masquers. This was a burlesque of the University students and residents of 
old time melodrama. The sort usually J Missoula in general, 
associated with “Hearts and Flowers” 
on muted violins.* The cast for this 
play was:
Clarence Cremona ....Carlos Van Wald
Gregory Griggs  _____ Sterling Stapp
The C u ra te___ _______Harold Rhude
Arabella Alderney.... ....... ...Velma Dye
Mrs. Cremona...........—.Helen Maddock
Snowstorm....................Dorothy Briggs
The Press Club skit was directed
Issue of Wrangler 
Published Tomorrow
Names of Contributors Will Not Be 
Published, Says Editor.
Tomorrow is the date set for the
den space. In common with other 
campus buildings the union is termed 
classical in its architecture, with a 
modified Georgian feeling. Unlike the 
other structures it  is roofed with cop­
per. The floor of the landing of the 
entrance is worked into a  design of 
colorful tile.
The ground floor opens off the ter­
race. The first or main floor is 
reached through the main entrance, 
while offices on the main floor open 
through, the high arched windows onto 
the eight-foot loggia which is formed 
behind the series of stone column 
flanking the main entrance. Wrought 
iron railings tie these columns together.
There is a  large ball room reached 
by stairs descending from the main 
floor. From the main lounge room on 
the south section of the main floor 
doors open a t either end into the sep­
arate lounge rooms for men students 
and for women students. Each of these 
lounges is 22 by 44 feet. The main 
lounge itself Is three times as large as 
either of the smaller ones. At either 
end of the lounge are fireplaces, the 
east one donated by the Class of 1927 
and the west by the Class of 1928. In­
direct lighting is the feature of these 
rooms. For instance, the Immense 
chandelier which lights the vestibule 
is of bronze with some 80 globes used 
to throw the lig h t In addition more 
than 300 lights are concealed around 
the dome for indirect lighting.
At the west end of the building ia 
the banquet suite which includes six 
rooms, four of which may be thrown 
into one large room. Around the main 
lounge which is open to the roof is a 
balcony from which doors open to two 
more lounge rooms, one on the west 
for women faculty and one on the east 
for men faculty.
On the west end a  stairway leads 
down the main concourse to the west 
mezzanine which contains a corridor 
running the width of the building with 
doors leading outside. The tea room 
office and the women's rest room are 
on this floor. A similarly constructed 
mezzanine is reached from the east 
end of the concourse. The east end 
houses the Co-op, V. W. C. A. and the 
barber shop. There are soda foun­
tains, a  cafeteria and smoking rooms.
directed “Heads and Hearts of Oak.”
The four-fold objective of the school I Rhea Traver, Elsie Magnuson, and Ed-
is: to give those who attend an in­
timate knowledge of the construction 
of, use, care and maintenance of cater- i 
pillar tractors with particular refer­
ence to the logging Industry; to demon­
strate the proper methods of handling 
this type of logging machinery to ob­
tain the best results a t the least cost; 
to give owners, cat foremen, and driv­
ers a detailed knowledge of repair, re­
placements and servicing of tractors 
that they may be kept in condition for 
the most efficient use; and to give 
those not now owning any form of 
tractor equipment an opportunity of 
finding out whether or not motor trans­
portation of any type might be used ln 
their operations with efficiency and 
economy. The plan of instruction to 
be followed is a lecture of from 30 to 
45 minutes, followed by a period of 
practice work on tractor types and 
sizes and a  discussion of carburetors, 
and a study of c&rburetion. Then an­
other lecture will be given, followed 
by practice on another part. The 
usual procedure is to start on the 
tracks, then to the power plant and 
last to the motor.
na T a it; business manager, Thelma I 
Williams; tickets, Hazel Borders and 
Jean Steller; chaperones, Olga Ham­
mer, Phylls8 Griffin and Miriam Barn­
hill ; publicity, Mary Wilson, Blanche 
Coppo and Ruth Partridge.
CARLETON SYMPHONY BAND WILL
APPEAR FOR TWO CONCERTS HERE
Organized by Jam es Robert Gillette, Is First College Symphony 
Band in United States.
h a Z T . r e“ loa wU1 ** extended 
include everyone directly
MEN’S GLEE CLUB 
ISSUES LAST CALL 
FOR NEW  MATERIAL
DeLoss Smith, dean of the School 
of Music, 1* homing the last call for 
voices for the men’s glee club. At 
ieas't one more baritone and tiro 
first tenors are needed.
Many new members have been 
chosen to fill places in the club for­
merly held by students who did not 
return to school this quarter.
Editor Will Receive 
Interest of Fund
Motion of Publications Committee Ac­
cepted by Central Board.
Compensation for the Kaimin editor, 
in the form of a trust fund, was dis­
cussed a t  a  meeting of Publications 
committee last week. A definite plan 
for such compensation was decided 
upon and passed by Central Board.
The motion accepted by Central 
Board was, Resolved: That a Kaimin 
editor’s scholarship fund be established 
with the accumulated fund on hand of 
approximately $800 being present Kai­
min money which can be diverted from 
current use—money and future moneys 
which may be placed in the fund to be 
held as a trust fund and Invested ac­
cordingly with other University trust 
funds, Income from which Is to be 
awarded editor of the Kaimin as par­
tial compensation for services, addi­
tions to be made by Publications com­
mittee with approval of Central Board. 
Power of revocation on a year's notice 
reserved in the Publications committee 
wijh approval of Central Board.
ASSISTANT REGISTRAR ILL.
Lucille Jameson, assistant registrar, 
has been ill at her home with a bad 
cold since last Friday. She will prob­
ably not return to her office until 
Wednesday.
Sponsored jointly by The Frontier and by Missoula County high 
school, the Carleton Symphony hand of Northfield, Minn., will ap­
pear here for two concerts on Saturday, February 8. The hand, 
the first symphonic group of this type in the northwest and the first 
college symphonic band in the United States, was organized in 1923 
by Professor James Robert Gillette. Professor Gillette is famous 
in music circles, both for the unusual orchestrations in his hand and 
for his writings. He recently wrote for ‘ 1 School Music,”  the lead­
ing magazine of the musical world, and in the latest number just 
out he has another article, “ The Symphony Band in Theory and 
Practice.”
. T i ~ ^  publication of the first Issue of theby Liz Maury. Gertrude Gustafson * ,  _Wrangler for winter quarter. I t  will
be the fourth issue this year and will 
contain articles by non-staff members 
as well as those on the board.
With this issue the practice of pub­
lishing the names of contributors will 
be discontinued. According to Paul 
Trelchler, editor, on a campus this size 
the articles are read in the light of the 
writer's personality and popularity in­
stead of for the material they contain. 
For this reason the names will not be 
carried in the future, though the edi­
tor will be free to tell them If suffi­
cient reason! is given.
Articles which will appear in tomor
There will be two concerts: a chil­
dren's performance In the afternoon 
and an evening concert. Tickets for 
the matinee are 25 cents for children, 
50 cents for high school students, and 
75 cents for adults. In the evening, re­
served seats will be $1 and $1.50, with 
general admission at 75 cents and chil­
dren, 50 cents. Reservations may be 
mado by mall through the Frontier, 
and ticket sales will start February 8 
at the McKay Art store.
The present tour is the longest in 
the history of the Carleton College 
band, and by the time the players re­
turn home they will have given 28 con­
certs in as many cities. Their first 
concert of the trip was a t St. Cloud, 
Minn., followed in the next two days 
by appearances a t Grand Forks and at 
Crookston, N. D. Then they swung 
into Canada and on to the Pacific 
coast, playing in the Canadian cities 
of Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saska­
toon, Calgary, Edmonton, Victoria and
Vancouver, where they are appearing 
tonight. The balance of the itinerary 
follows: Everett, Wash., January 80; 
Tacoma, January 31; Olympia, Febru­
ary 1; Centralia, February 2 ; Long­
view, February 8; Portland, February 
4 ; Seattle, February 5; Yakima, Feb­
ruary 6; Spokane, February 7; Mis­
soula, February 8; Helena, February 
9; Livingston, February 10; Billings, 
February 11; Miles City, February 12; 
Bismarck, N. D., February 13, and 
Moorhead, Minn., February 14.
This is the seveuth annual tour of 
the band, which this year contains 48 
musicians. Wallace Canrlght, Fair­
mont, Minn., is student conductor of 
the group; Sidney King, Northfield, is 
business manager; and Robert Morse, 
Bellingham, Wash., is assistant. Allen 
Pike, Mnplot on, Iowa, is president of 
the band, and Lester Sinness of Devil 
Lake, N. D., is secretary.
Dorothea Helen I ns of Virginia, so 
(Continued on page three).
N. B. Beck Supervises 
Hawaiian Publication
Ka Leo O Hawaii, the Voice of Ha­
waii, a paper published by the Asso­
ciated students of the University of 
Hawaii every Friday is now one of 
the exchange papers in the shack. N. 
B. Beck, formerly an assistant in the 
English department a t Montana, ip 
faculty supervisor of the paper.
Ka Leo o Hawaii is a four page, six 
column paper and is made up much tho 
same as any American university paper 
with news section, editorial and fea-
row s sheet Include two on Univer- ture section, society, sports and drara- 
sity productions, namely, Hi-Jinx and | uCtic review.
Varsity Vodvil, one on the attitude of 
the press to the Montana teams and 
one entitled “After a Sleepless N ight”
LOST.
A diamond ring with four sapphires 
In the ladies’ washroom in Main hall 
last week. Reward will be given. 
Phone 2865.
NOTICE.
There will be a meeting of the Stu­
dent Interscholastic committee this 
afternoon a t 4 o'clock in Dean Spauld­
ing’s office, Forestry building. AH 
members please be there.
C. POWELL, Chairman.
EXPEDITIONS PLANNED TO SECURE 
DECORATIONS FOR FORESTERS’ BALL
Many changes and Improvements are 
going to be introduced this year a t the 
annual Forestry Ball, according to 
Floyd Phillips, manager.
Plans for the dance are rapidly being 
carried out and expeditions for the 
gathering of boughs will go up Pattee 
canyon both Saturday and Sunday of 
this week in au effort to obtain suf­
ficient foliage for decorations. A pre­
vious trip was made a  little over a 
week ago but the trees were frozen and 
It was impossible to cut any boughs.
A new system Is to be used this year 
la the serving of supper a t the dance.
I t  Is thought that an effort will be 
made to hire waitresses to serve the 
diners. There will also be entertain* 
ment in the dining room this year as 
well as in the ballroom.
Phil Sheridan and his dance band 
have been engaged to supply the music 
and entertainers and novelties for the 
dancers have been ordered from a  firm 
ln Kew York. Novel programs and 
tickets have also been secured.
“We are spending more money than 
over on the dance this year,” said Mr. 
Phillips, “and all we need to make it 
a success is the co-operation of. the 
students.”
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“ C u s t o m  M a d e ”  E d u c a t i o n .
■ BOLD and unreasonable parent offered $10,000 a year for four years to any college that would give his son a “ custom-made education, a complete job to specifica­tions,” and guarantee a result “ superior to the usual quantity 
product.” According to the story, as told in the Atlantic, a 
certain college president lacked the nerve to accept the chal­
lenge. But Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of Kollins College, 
accepts and says he will do the job for his regular rate of only 
$700 per year.
Rollins College, says Dr. Holt, offers the following:
A faculty chosen primarily for teaching, not research.
The conference plan of study, with no lectures and no reci­
tations.
Classes limited to twenty students.
A required minimum of eight hours’ work per day.
Progress according to ability, rather than by the old lock- 
step system.
Individual instruction throughout, with the relationship be­
tween student and professor “ constant cooperative, informal, 
democratic, friendly and human.”
By this method, says Dr. Holt, “ we can guarantee the father 
to turn out a boy (and in a process that is altogether delightful 
to him) who will come within 96 per cent, of what that par­
ticular boy’s intellect is capable of achieving.” 
Simultaneously comes the announcement from President 
Glenn Frank of Wisconsin that the program worked out for 
the past three years in the Experimental College' by Alexander 
Meiklejohn has “ proved itself with amazing success.”  He 
proposes that it be applied to the entire student body. This 
would mean that students would devote only 60 per cent, of 
their time to a diversified course, and the remaining 40 per 
cent, to concentrated study of a specific broad topic, such as 
Athenian civilization. Class attendance would be optional; 
there would be no quizzing and no examination. “ Intellectual 
awakening” would be the sole objective. Dr. Frank believes 
that this “ will mean a gain of five to fifteen years in the in­
tellectual life of the average student.”
At Harvard, the tutorial system and the “ reading period” ; 
at Swarthmore and elsewhere, the honors plan; at Antioch the 
alternation of study with outside work. So the ferment goes 
on. We are fast getting away from what Hutchins of Chicago 
calls the country club idea of college and approaching a type 
of education that will make men and women more fit to cope 
with new civilization.—Judge.
CURRENT COMMENT
YOUTH SHELTER.
la  the Cincinnati Bearcat is found 
an article by Herr Hans Buchner, a 
student engineer in Berlin, Germany, 
on the Youth Shelter Movement:
A special expression of the German 
Youth Movement, which originated be­
fore the World War as a protest on 
the part of young people against arti­
ficial civilization and the false stand­
ards of values of the nineteenth cen­
tury, its itineracy and camping. Pat­
terning after the old scholars of the 
middle ages, young fellows and stu­
dents out of love of nature, fled Into 
the woods and hills of our homeland, 
where they led an adventurous outdoor 
life. In their excessive enthusiasm, 
they ignored the comfortable accommo­
dations of a  selfish age, and avoided, 
wherever possible, restaurants and 
hotels, which did not correspond with 
their manner of living.
But after the World War, both the 
young and old in Germany were simi­
larly impoverished. On that account, 
the simple manner of living, which the 
sons of wealthy families,, and even 
those of the poorer class had formerly 
adopted in open contempt of luxury, 
became the inevitable rule. Boys and 
girls had often not enough money to 
even “wander” a t all. At this juncture, 
the work of the Youth Shelter Move­
ment began.
As early as 1910, Richard Schirr- 
m ann—a  public school teacher, who on 
account of his age at that time was 
excluded from the Youth Movement 
proper—had recognized the importance 
of Youth Itineracy. He knew that this 
movement would have to be advanced I 
through the provision of proper accom­
modations, which would offer young 
people what they wanted, namely 
simple and hard sleeping quarters at 
a reasonable price.
Bpt It was only after the war, when 
the Youth Movement experienced an 
unexpected jolt, and when parents 
could not even afford their children 
the price of a “wandering” trip, that 
Schlrrmann was successful with his 
efforts. Especially towns and com­
munities upon whom the care of young 
people is incumbent, as well as private 
individuals, supported the movement 
\v  financial advances and by estab- 
appropriate shelter houses.
Shelter Work. In the year 1911 there 
were 17 shelter houses in existence, 
which gave night accommodation to 
3000 persons. By the year 1928, the 
number of shelter houses had increased 
to 2,200 with a total of 3,800,000 over­
night accommodations for the year.
The old shelters are in the cellar or 
on the attic floor of schools, town halls 
and other public buildings; often the 
young people have to climb up into 
the .tower chamber of an old castle, 
that was formerly a lookout of knights, 
or they hear under their sleeping room 
the tramp of the police watch.
The new shelters, however, are build­
ings especially erected for this purpose, 
with modern equipment, such as central 
heating, running water, baths, sprays, 
dark rooms for photography and oc­
casionally ski-rooms, etc. There are 
shelters beside the water, suitable for 
water travelers, and others in the 
mountains suitable for skiing enthus­
iasts. In Cologne, there is a Large- 
Town Shelter House, In Hohenstein in 
the free state of Saxony, there is even, 
a Youth Castle. In some shelters the 
bed consists of only a mattress with 
cover. Most of them, however, have 
military field cots (usually double- 
banked like berths in a ship) in which 
bolsters are stretched over the bottom 
boards. Boys and girls have meals 
together. In many of the sleeping 
quarters; In the day room they have 
meals together. In many of the shelter 
houses there is even a simple canteen 
where cheap meals can be obtained.
The most difficult thiug, of course, 
was the development of a proper or­
ganization, and in particular, the 
financing. A central union exists— 
“Reicksverband fur Deutsche Jugend- 
herbergen (National Union for Ger­
man Youth Shelters), upon which or­
ganization only the laying down of
general grovernment rules and the con-
trol a r e !ncumbent. Further, the shelt-
er houses, which are necessarily self­
supportii's  are united with smaller
indcpendient units, so-called districts,
of whicii there are 27, according to
their lociition in Germany.—Cincinnati
Bearcat.
STUDENT OPINION’.
in  a student straw ballot taken at
Oregon State on the hone•r system 26
bought the present systern should re-
More Hectic Advertising; Campbell's 
Soup comes out In Vanity Fair (of all 
places) with this about Mullgatawn; 
soup. “All the Lure of the Orient.”
Does this refer to the smell, or just 
what.
This week's indoor sport is eating 
charcoal tablets. Absolutely no taste, 
and they leave the mouth the most 
interesting shade of black. Also, they 
are good for the stomach..
A good old Anglo-Saxon word that 
has gone out of usage is “toadies.” A 
toady is one who licks boots; who pol­
ishes apples; who speaks to the prof 
after class, who makes extra compli­
ments; who slips around ever so little 
to create a more advantageous impres­
sion.
Everyone toadys; and each to the 
person just above In the scale.
Sigma Nu Entertains.
Sigma Nu entertained with a bridge 
party a t the chapter house last Satur­
day evening. Couples were seated for 
five tables. Those who did not play 
enjoyed dancing. F irst prize was won 
by Frances Richards while consolation 
prize went to Peggy Wynn. Delicious 
refreshments were served at the close 
of the evening. Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
Bischoff and Doctor and Mrs. Murphy 
were chaperones of the evening.
Corbin Hall Formal.
Corbin hall entertained at an annual 
winter formal dance Friday night. 
Pres, and Mrs. C. H, Clapp. Mr. and 
Mrs. R. E. Birch, Mrs. Monica B. 
Swearingen, Mrs. Mildred Stone, Miss 
Ladle Brown, and Mrs. F. K. Turner 
were chaperons.
ner guests a t the Alpha Phi house Sat­
urday evening.
Miss Cecile Sughrue was entertained 
a t the Alpha Chi Omega house Wednes­
day evening.
. Robert White and Roger Deeney of 
Butte were week-end guests at the 
Phi Delta Theta house.
Alpha Xi Delta announces the pledg­
ing of Montana Grady of Missoula.
Dr. Vye and U. Tankersley were din­
ner guests a t the Alpha Tau Omega 
house Sunday.
Dorothy Helm and Elsie Boulter are 
in the North hall infirmary.
Some people are bom toadies; others 
get that way. The man who must 
toady is to be pitied; the one who need 
not and does, to be despised In propor­
tion to the amount and form of his 
toadyism.
The lover just starting his suit is 
the most abject toady. After he is suc­
cessful, then it is the woman who is 
the toady.
Let tlie word not die. I t  is a neces­
sary addition to the English language.
A gem from “The Gentle Art of 
Making Enemies,” which might be said 
to apply to some of our own New- 
Thoughters and Penny-Reactionaries.
. . eccentricity is not originality, 
but the caricature of it.”
Event. Thursday morning an oppor­
tunity knocks a t doors of students of 
this University. Not many will hear. 
Sad; the futility of human apprecia­
tion; but there is to be opened in the 
Art rooms in Main hall, the best trav­
eling Art exhibit that it  has been onr 
fortune to see.
Measure i t  any way you wish; i t  is 
good. There are 53 oil paintings, water 
colors and drawings; and 25 prints. 
They range from a  modest ten dollars 
for some of the prints, to a more for­
midable $400 for several of the paint­
ings.
They are the work of leaders hi con­
temporary art. Rockwell Kent is there 
with a print “Climbing the Bars.” Wil­
liam Chase has “Still Life and Fish,” 
and than Chase, there is no other who 
can draw dead fish’.
The Exhibition jvill cost fifteen 
cents to see, and there is more there 
for your money than yon will get in a 
year a t the Wilma. Also there is a 
good investment or two, or three, or 
more. This is a t ip : buy “Return from 
the Fields” by Wheelock, a t $265, and 
hold for a rise.
We would think an Utopia had been 
reached if fifty per cent of the stu­
dents and faculty saw this exhibit. 
And it is a miserable shame that every 
one on the campus may not be expected 
to see the things. Treat yourself.
PRACTICE TEACHING.
The education department of the 
State College of Washington, under the 
supervision of Dean A. A. Cleveland, 
has made arrangements with the super­
intendent of the Spokane schools and 
the school board to send a group of 
State college students to Spokane for 
cadet teaching work. The students 
will be under the direction of Dr. H. H. 
Fuller, who arrived a few days ago 
from the University of Michigan to 
begin the work. He is a man of con­
siderable experience in teachar braining 
work and has been recommended by 
University of Michigan authorities.
The plan a t the present time is to 
send the cadets to Spokane for a nine 
week’s period. While there they will 
work under the direction of Dr. Fuller 
and a classroom teacher in one of the 
Spokane high schools. At the same 
time they will carry a  course of edu­
cation that will parallel their teaching 
J work. There will also be opportunity 
I to observe the work of expert teachers. 
For the teaching and the education 
course they will receive six hours of 
I credit.—Washington State Evergreen. *I
I main intact, 254 were entirely opposed 
I to the sy stem  and 1345 desired amend- 
I ment of the present system. The vote 
taken was more for the purpose of de- 
1 termlning the predominating stand of 
I the students than to decide a specific 
I change of sy stem , custom or policy. 
I Since it  would be impracticable to vote 
on a  specified amendment, the honor
I council has requested student opinion 
j as a means of deciding possible 
j changes.—Oregon Barometer.
North Hall Formal.
North hall entertained a t  a  formal 
dance Friday n ight Chaperons were 
Pres, and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Mrs. Theo­
dore Brantly, Mrs. Mildred Stone, Dean 
and Mrs. C. W. Waters, Mr. and Mrs. 
Paul Bischoff, Miss LaGreta Lowman, 
and Prof. Mattheus Hast.
Shipwreck Party.
Phi Delta Theta held a Shipwreck 
party a t the Masonic temple Saturday 
night. Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. 
William Angus and Mr. and Mrs. John 
B arnett Little Mickey Wheelbarger 
served the punch.
Engagement Announced.
Mrs. C. A. Maloney announced the 
engagement of her daughter, Gertrude, 
'29, to Theodore Hodges, '24, of Great 
Falls a t a  tea in her home in the Rawn 
Apartments Saturday afternoon. Tulips 
were used for decoration and little 
Jane Hawk passed small cards on 
which the announcement was printed. 
The wedding will take place February 
14.
K. D. Entertains.
Kappa Delta entertained a t a tea 
in honor of their pledges Sunday after­
noon from 3 to 4:30. Mrs. Jeanette 
Lang and Mrs. E. Carey, poured tea for 
the gueste.
Veronica Staaf was a  dinner guest 
at the Delta Delta Delta house Sunday.
Alpha XI Delta entertained Helen 
Carson a t dinner Sunday.
Rosina Cartee, Ethel Skulason and 
Helen Scott were Sunday dinner guests 
a t the Kappa Alpha Theta hous.e.
Betty O'Connor, Virginia Newland, 
Francis Newland, Francis Walker, 
Benny Brooke, and Charlotte Smith 
had dinner a t the Kappa Kappa Gam­
ma house Sunday.
Kappa Delta entertained Dorothy 
Merwln and Genevieve Krum Sunday.
Kappa Alpha Theta announces the 
initiation of Rosina Cartee, Butte, an d ; 
Ethel Skulason, Missoula, last Satur-! 
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. William Angus were 
dinner guests a t Delta Delta Delta 
house Monday evening.
Ruth Jackson went to Livingston to 
spend the week-end at her home.
Harriet McPherson spent the week­
end a t her home in Anaconda.
Jean Cunningham, Irene Cunning­
ham and Evelyn Mattmiller were din-
“ONE YARD OF FUN.”
Billy Arthur, known to radio and 
vaudeville audiences as “One Yard of 
Fun,” is the smallest student in the 
University of North Carolina, and for 
that matter probably the smallest Uni­
versity student in the world. He is 
registered in the Department of Jour­
nalism and is a recent addition to the 
sports staff of the Daily Tar Heel, Uni­
versity publication. He measures a 
little more than a  yard in heighth.
For the past year, he has been in 
vaudeville, where he came to be known 
as “One Yard of Fun” because of the 
fact that he is only about a yard tall 
and plays humorous sketches. He has 
been in the Keith and Loew circuits of 
vaudeville. He was connected with 
the WBT broadcasting station a t Char­
lotte, appearing in comic sketches and 
singing.
For four years, 1922-1926, Billy trav- 
I el led with the Charlotte baseball club 
as mascot This, perhaps, accounts for 
his interest in sports. He was sports 
editor of the Charlotte central high 
school paper and was connected with 
the sports section of the Charlotte 
news.—Daily Tar HeeL
CALENDAR
For Week of January 26 to 
February 1<
Art Exhibit, 302 Main hall, Me- 
Bain exhibition, 20 paintings, oils 
and pastels, local scenes and por­
traits. Students’ last quarter's work 
on display until Wednesday.
Tuesday, January 28.
Girls final Inter-class swimming 
tournament, Men’s gymnasium, 7 :30.
Presbyterian University group an­
nual sleigh ride, meet 802 South 5th 
West a t 7 :80.
Students Interscholastic commit­
tee meeting, Dean Spaulding's office 
in Forestry building, 4 o'clock.
Varsity debate squad meeting, 
Library 104, 7 o'clock.
Wednesday, January 29.
Colloquium meeting, auditorium 
of Natural Science building, 4:80. 
Miss Eleanor Sickles will review 
“The Exquisite Tragedy” by Anna- 
belle Williams-Ellis. Tea a t 4.
Orchestra practice, 7 o'clock.
Thursday, January 80.
Art Exhibit, 802 Main hall, col­
lection arranged by the College Art 
Assn, of America from a rt museums 
and dealers. Open Thursday and 
rest of week from 8-6 p. m. Ad­
mission 15c.
Varsity debate squad meeting, 
Library 104, 4 o’clock.
Kappa Kappa Psi meeting, Main 
hall 202, 7:15.
W. A. A. party, Women’s gym.
French club meeting, Law 2, 7;80.
CULTURE STREAMS.
Collegiate and social disorders 
among students are often the result 
of a  clash between two of the three 
dominant culture streams in America, 
Dr. Martin H. Bickman of Chicago; a 
member of the committee on Social 
Analysis of College communities, told 
the American Sociological society in 
session here recently.
The three streams are the Pnrltan, 
originating in New England, the Tide­
water, beginning in the South and the 
Continental, of more recent origin in 
urban centers.
Both the Pnritan and the Tidewater 
cultures are characterized by a deep 
rooted love of learning and religion. 
The former spread across the northern 
part of the United States and the lat­
ter. across the Southern, their influ­
ences extending to the Pacific coast. 
In the wake of the Puritan stream such 
institutions as Harvard, Yale, Hamil­
ton, Oberlin, De Pauw, Illinois College 
and Grlnnell were left. The Tidewater 
influence was felt strongly In William 
and Mary, Virginia, Davidson, Mary­
ville, Kentucky, Wesleyan, Vanderbilt 
and others.
These two cultural streams were 
largely rural and Protestant in relig­
ious coloring while the Continental 
culture, which began to be felt about 
1830, was centered in the cities and 
was heavily Catholic. Fordham, Villa 
| Nova, Notre Dame, Loyola, Marquette 
and Creighton are institutions reflect­
ing this influence.
Although probably more than half 
of America's colleges hare developed 
under the influence of the two older 
streams, the nation has been moving 
toward the dominance of urban life 
from which the Continental culture 
springs, It was pointed o u t—California 
Daily Trojan.
SIGMA PH I SIGMA HOLDS
MEETING AT D. G. HOUSE
I Sigma Phi Sigma, recently installed 
psychology fraternity, held & meeting 
I and short program a t the Delta Gamma 
J house last Thursday night. Features 
I of the program were talks by Helen 
I Maddock and Prof. E. A. Atkincon. 
I Helen Maddock told of psychology as a 
major, and Mr. Atkinson dealt with 
I psychology as a profession. Games 
I were played under the direction of Mr. 
•Burch.
MONTANA POST WAS FIRST REA ® , 
NEWSPAPER OF TERRITORY, 1864j! ! 
PUBLISHED AT VIRGINIA crfl
By Albert J . Partoll.
The Montana Post, first real news­
paper of Montana territory, waa pub- 
llahed for the first time August 27. 
1894, a t Virginia City, second capital 
of Montana, by John Buchanan, In 
partnership with M. M. Manner.
The Montana Post received ita name 
from Col. William ganders, who adopt­
ed the title from the New York Eve­
ning post, his favorite newspaper. Col­
onel Sanders, a t request of owners of 
the Montana Post, wrote its first edi­
torial, announcing the policy of the 
paper.
Printing was done with hand set type 
on a  Washington hand press, which 
arrived a t Virginia City in the summer 
of 1804 from St. Louis, after having 
been shipped from there aboard the 
Yellowstone.. The steamboat, however, 
was unable to proceed all the way to 
Fort Benton so unloaded ita freight, 
which included the printing press, on
Communication
Editor of Student Paper 
University of Montana 
Missoula, Mont.
Dear Editor:
The past officers and executive com­
mittee of the National Student Federa­
tion of America want the students of 
University of Montana to know that 
your delegate, Gordon Rognlien, took 
a prominent part and made valuable 
contributions a t  the recent Congress 
a t  Stanford University.
In addition to presenting campus 
problems and finding their possible 
solutions in conferences, delegates en­
thusiastically set up a program of ex­
pansion for the Federation. This pro­
gram establishes a central office, an 
executive secretary and provides for 
the creation of a  local N. S. F. A. com­
mittee on each campus. This action 
makes possible obtaining considerable 
outside support, the benefit of which 
will be felt on the campus of every 
member Institution.
The new officers will appreciate 
your continued support.
Sincerely yours,
URSEL C. NARVER,
1929 President N. S. F. A.
HELEN OF TROY.
Helen of Troy who caused all those 
wars we read about in ancient history 
is duplicated 66 time! a t Southern 
California's collegiate Troy—in first 
name a t least, if  not in disposition and 
manner. In fact, there are more 
Helens a t  S. C. than any other fem­
inine given name, according to inform- 
mation revealed in the recently pub­
lished Trojan directory.
Out of a survey of the names of ap­
proximately 1,000 college girls a t Troy 
today, the name Helen leads the list 
of feminine Christian names. But 
then, where could the name of Helen 
be more appropriately used?
What would the stately and digni­
fied Helen of yore who had the face 
that “launched a  thousand ships” think 
of her young namesakes of the modern 
generation if she could see them? 
Human nature doesn’t  change, and 
probably the new representatives of 
Troy would give anything to have a 
face like the original Helen, If they 
haven’t  already.
But Helen is not the only name over 
which' the Trojan wars are fought at 
S. C. The 10 most popular names a t 
this Institution and the number of 
Trojanettes bearing them are as fol­
lows : Helen, 65, Mary 60, Dorothy
58, Margaret 56, Ruth 49, Elizabeth 
32, Marion 32, Frances 81, Virginia 
26, Florence 24.—Dally Trojan.
NOTICE.
Professors will play the Filipino 
group in the volleyball contest sched­
ule tomorrow evening. The game will 
s tart at 7 :30 o'clock, in the Women's 
gym.
Missoula Cleaners & Dyers
We Clean and Dye Everything 
from A to Z
612 S. Higgins
AMERICAN BARBER AND 
BEAUTY PARLOR
For first class service 
Corner Higgins and Broadway 
Phone 3469 
F. J . SPON, Prop.
shore 80 miles below the fort^|f9B| 
there the press was hauled oterlaa 
by wagon freight to Fort BentohpSj 
where it  was transported by o t t i #  
to Virginia City. »
After two issues, the M o n U il» |j  
was taken over by D. W. Diltoa, 
engaged Thomas J . Dimsdale u  ft 
editor. As editor, 
tinqnlshed himself by his 
policy of printing news, for at tfct < 
time Virginia City and vicinity w|gffe 
rendezvous of the Plummer-Iveg§||j^ 
of outlaws.
Dimsdale wrote of the a c t i f in  « 
the vigilantes, who were initiating]^ 
into the terrorized gold camps jfrf tht 
district. The stories were wrings at 
a serial and were actual accounts oj 
vigilante committees. Later XĤMfittSji! 
reprinted these stories In ‘Wig|ji|§i 
of Montana,” the first book puU&ii^ 
in Montana.
Henry N. Blake succeeded Dhtfiflife 
as editor of The Post in August, 1861, 
and served until December 22 iwf tbt 
same year, when James Hamilbiiftlli 
became editor. Mills served as u i  
until July, 1869, and became t h e | |S  
outstanding figure among pkiAHi 
journalists for his editorial w ritlliil 
Of utmost importance to Tb4fft|H 
was the question of “copy.” At am 
time rapid communication with; 
outside world was Impossible^ as si 
news service, railroad or telegrap«M  
established In the territory. •-$
The columns were generally 
with news of travelers, arrivs^^B 
departure of the stage, which op^fM  
between Bale Lake City and V i to s  
City and also from Fort Benton ;  iafa^ 
views with immigrants and aityMM 
that would lend Itself to type. J X f l  
Aside from the “copy” questicn&olafc 
paper was a  major problem, and Ruts 
not unusual for The Post to appal is 
a variety of colors, sometimes swi 
pink, brown or yellow wrapping jpggMH 
with no explanation.—Great  ̂F*Hi 
Tribune.
The Pipe
even helps you soft 
n o t h i n g  a t  a l l .  • .
YOU’VE noticed bow u p tu r n '-  the pipe can be, what m ew lp  
i t  can pu t into the amplest gestuis, 
The pipe even helps you say notMjg 
a t  all—and th at, O mortal, taWl 
a  man among men I 
Men to  their pipes and won*#.-* 
to  their lipsticks—b u t suppose J $ l j  
had no tape and faced represekggl 
Suppose you had no tobacco to  pU .‘ 
in  your pipe! Em pty pipe* mate . 
empty gestures th a t have no m rW ? 
ing. Filled with good tobacco, I ’mA 
pipe becomes eloquent. Filled with 
Edgeworth, i t  is Olympian! H  I
W hat, no Edgeworth? Lose nd  
a  moment—haste to  the mails SBtfcJ 
the coupon. L et the machinery® |  
government rush to  you a  fit* , 
packet of good old Edgew anK  
delicious and friendly Edgewerijk j  
full-flavored, slow-burning, cooL®|
Edgeworth is .  c sr fd  
blend of good tobeceflf
—selected opccieUjr M  
pipe-smoking. IuquaH l?
and flavor never c h a n g *
B u y Edgeworth 
where ia  two for®SfK| 
“ R eady  Rubbed”  t j ^  
“Plug SHce“ —154 pocgN 
et package to pound kW 
midor tin.
EDGEWORTH
S M O K I N G  T O B A C C O
LARUS A BRO. CO.
100 8. 22d St., Richmond, Va.
IH  try your Edgeworth. And XHtlf 
It ia  a  good  pipe.
Name—
r lo t th e  Edgeworth  comet V j
N O W  IS YOUR CHANCE TO  GET A
Genuine Leather Pouch or Underarm Ba#'
a t  a very low  price. Just the thing to go with that spring o)® s 
fit. Bags have leather or silk lining and extra fine otnament^||| 
clasps of bone ot metal.
25% discount on bags formerly from $5 u|
Buy NOW while yon can save money.
HARKNESS DRUG STORE
Cornet Pine and Higgins Phone 3231
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F. Coleman 
Address 
|  S.C.Qroup
gjtespeare Will Be Subject 
J^jis Talk to Be Made at 
Mnkespearean Annual.”
SYM PH O N Y CO NCERT
„  |„itaUon to (peak a t a "Shake 
Annual" has been extended to 
&  Bnful Coleman of the English 
by the Washington state 
.widiapter of Delta Delta Delta 
arVUf at Pullman, Wash.
•ek ye*f it la customary for the 
r fctX'Tri Delta to hold a party In 
of William Shakespeare—the 
l_4jj]ga was established there 17 
~  j jp —and to secure some well- 
UfK authority upon the subject to 
~a£them. Previous speakers were 
IMerlck Padelford, formerly of 
LgyNcrslty of Washington and now 
|  Colombia University, New York 
L  tat Dr. Penrose of Whitman Col- 
p  Wills Walla, Wash.
Coleman's name as principal 
* * * * *  e affair was suggested by 
Im Lilian Siegler of Spokane, and he 
milled to come at the time most 
for him. He chose Frl- 
U' jdrch 7, and he expects to return 
|tja^or his classes the next Monday 
nulhg, He will give a talk of about 
Igor In length concerning some 
i of Shakespeare or his works, 
j^dlfcni to the “Annual** will be 
to certain of the W. 8. C. I 
ifljlty and Pullman residents, and 
£  tadnde practically 200 people.
Delta will defray all of 
(r. Coleman’s expenses in addition to 
kttMge for the lecture.
gtfJDENT CARRIES CHAIR.
jfp tay ing  a  rocking chair a t an 
Ltftf jale in Raleigh, 6. W. Byrd, a 
taft Carolina state college student, 
igH not persuade the auctioneer to 
U  the purchase to his room, so “he 
L|ged np his chair and walked*’ to the 
aQpitol, which is two miles from 
campus. Mr. Byrd then parked 
fai chair In the street, sat down, and 
-comfort and contentment un- 
((ad-hearted man came by and 
to his destination—Tech-
KOjjitfPUCANTS FOR PRIZE.
Ont—For the fifth year 
Icn tore no applicants for the M. C. 
Dumm prize of forty dollars a t 
|iccfi*s' university. This prize was 
taxied by the late M. C. Cameron, and 
m i l  to the best Gaelic, scholar, 
* 4  and speaker. I t  calls for a 
bnudtble examination, the work pre- 
fcriktf. being 600 lines of Ossian’s 
ffcpl Blackie’s language and litera­
ls  of the Scottish Highland. Gaelic 
i—ajir, translation a t sight of Gaelic 
ptafU th and English into Gaelic.
Qaeen’a student is desirous of 
this cultural subject.
!  READING.
Yujlngton State College, Pullman, 
far. 27.—A plea for. more extended 
MM; not merely in the older clas- 
M oTJBnglish literature, but also in 
|k toons novels of other countries, 
Mta'made by Dr. T. M. Raysor, 
ta rn  of English a t the State col*
I®!:':
“Tbt leisure reading of most people 
ttBflned to the novel,” says the 
instructor, “with biography a 
Mtoond, and other forms of litera* 
nowhere a t all. But in spite of 
k IN&t demand for good novels, 
Rfebty most readers confine them- 
■ta* to contemporary literature in 
Mb own language, and even tend to 
xdids British books as too remote 
to r interest. If  it  is natural to 
M-IUerature most closely concern* 
' one’s own life and affairs, it  is 
6 natural sometimes to choose for* 
PJ niaterlal largely because of Its 
pfatoce. Something new and strange 
interesting. Contact with 
points of view does more than 
Faring else can do to free 'the mind 
Fh jtotations of custom, so that it 
p m i  problems on their own mer* 
for this reason I would recoin* 
careful study of foreign mas* 
they form an insight into 
Ftot.that is most profound.*’
L & U A. UNION BUILDING.
the Christmas holidays, con- 
ptotoh on the Kerckhoff memorial 
F**MUnion bnilding a t U. C. L.‘ A. 
f** torted. The structure is to be 
lr otories high and will include a 
“to il, lounge rooms for men and 
P p ,an d  a  club room on the first 
P* I  completely equipped store and 
JfoWct on the second floor, and of- 
%  the Daily Bruin, A. 8. U. C.
^  W, g. officers, and the gratlu-
rtohgger, on the third floor,
r if lin g  to present plans, the 
Jto jl will be able to serve 2,000
M l  in two hours time by means
7,1 ®*®’s grill, a soda fountain, and
P i l i l  cafeteria. An unusual fea- 
f  the third floor offices will be 
M jpartitions for walls. Those 
P P p  can be moved some to en* 
r  f -  make smaller the offices of 
HWphizations as their expansion 
<Mlne requires.—Oregon State
(Continued from page one) 
prano, Dorothea Smith of Exeter, Neb., 
harpist, and Alvent Schlamann of Du­
luth, cellist, are accompanying the 
group. They are all appearing as solo­
ists, with the first two scheduled to 
give solo performances here. Miss 
Helenlus was winner of the Minnesota 
state music contest In her division In 
1926 and In radio auditions this year 
and won first place in Minnesota.
Members of the band, by sections, 
are:
Flutes—Lawrence Johnson and Ward 
Stewart, Northfield.
Clarinets—Earl Olson, Albert Lea, 
Minn.; Harold Planck, Swayzea, Ind.; 
Chester Cole, Barnesville, Minn.; Allen 
Pike, Mapleton, Iowa; Syril Schrai- 
berg, Fairmont, Minn.; Harry Ober- 
meyer, Fairmont; Frederick Schur* 
meter, Elgin, III.; Wallace Herrick, 
Mitchell, S. D .; Robert Keeler, Pen 
Argyi, Pa.; Ralph Lynn, Ida Grove, 
Iowa; Wilbert Treimer, Hartley, Iowa; 
George Gackle, Kuira, N. D .; Mervyn 
Johnson, Northfield; Landers Finseth, 
Hay field. Minn.; Kenneth Bray, Bi-1 
wabik, Minn.; and Luther Ford, Min­
neapolis.
Saxophones—Bruce Clary, Minneap­
olis; Lester Sinness, Devils Lake, N. 
D .; Donald Cramolini, White Bear 
Lake, Minn.; James Arnold, Ely, Nev.; 
James Beecher, New Ulm, Minn.
Trumpets—Norman Sinness, Devils 
Lake, N. D .; Roy Wendeland, Minne­
apolis; Edgar Robinson, Minneapolis; 
T. Raymond Uhlinger, North Branch, 
Minn.; Daryle Gibson, Sheldon, Iowa.
French horns—Donald Moore, Ot­
tawa, 111.; Jerome Urban, Redfield, S. 
D .; Eugene Turner, Warren, Ind .; 
Jess Redington, Mason City, Iowa.
Baritone—Harlow Perham, Sparta, 
Wis.
Trombones—Walter Anderson, Rus­
sell, Minn.; Chester Chinn, Osage, 
Iowa; George Harris, New Rockford, 
N. D.
Tuba—-Harold Lokenvitz, Charles 
City, Iowa.
Contrabasses — Emmanuel Eggert, 
Mason City, Iowa; Walter Stanley, 
Des Moines, Iowa; Wallace Canrigbt, 
Fairmont, Minn.
Percussion instruments — Warren 
Clay, Hutchinson, Minn.; Donald Hart, 
Pipestone, Minn.; George Ballard, Riv­
er Forest, 111.
Cello—Robert Love, Fargo, N. D.
Bassoon—Herbert Norbeck, Baker, 
Mont
The afternoon concert here is sched­
uled to begin a t 2:30, and the evening 
performance will begin a t 8:15.
Directory Supplement
COLEGE IN VIENNA.
According to a report made rerently 
by Dr. J .  C. Austin of Colgate univer­
sity, the students of the University of 
Vienna have many customs which 
would appear very strange in this 
country. Dueling Is an essential qual­
ification of a fraternity man. The 
students, he claims, are scarred and 
bandaged as a result of their dueling 
contests, and honor is given the men 
who receive long, ugly scars.
The typical student never studies at 
the University, but spends his time 
loafing in the various buffets and 
drinking places. Those who do at­
tend classes are forever eating; in the 
classrooms, and when walking through 
the corridors, they eat, and usually 
the brief cases which they carry con­
tain only sandwiches.
Compulsory attendance a t class is 
unheard of. A class for which 200 had 
registered was put in a room seating 
only 110. This did not crowd them 
since the average attendance was only 
60, and the number present sometimes 
dropped to 25.
Although the professors meet their 
classes in swallow-tail coats, the stu­
dents are very slovenly. Even those 
with money apparently have no con­
cern about their appearance.—U. of 
Washington Daily.
RAMSEY MACDONALD.
One of the outstanding features of 
“Old McGill” of 1930, the college an­
nual of McGill University will be a 
handwritten message to McGill from 
Ramsay MacDonald, to whom the vol­
ume is dedicated. The text of this 
message is being kept a close secret 
by the managers of the annual. There 
will also be a picture of Ramsay Mac­
Donald.—McGill Daily.
A new $380,000 infirmary is rapidly 
nearing completion a t the University 
o t  California.—Oregon Dally Emerald.
New and form er students not fo a t  
tendance the autum n quarter, 1929, 
have been arranged in  the following 
directory form  by the R egistrar’s of­
fice. T he Information is  the same as 
was in the S tudent D irectory las t quar­
te r and includes the nam es alphabetic- 
ally  listed, the m ajors, addresses, Mis­
soula addresses and telephone numbers 
of those students who re turned  to the 
University th is quarter. The regis­
t r a r ’s office suggests th a t  you paste 
th is list in  the back of your student di­
rectory of las t q uarte r so as  to make 
the directory complete for the w inter 
quarter.
(New students and former students 
not in attendance the Autumn quarter, 
1929.)
(Paste this list in your student director 
of last quarter and the directory will be 
complete for the W inter quarter.)
Alden. Hazel _______________  Missoula
Mus. Sp.—828 Brooks St.
Andrett, Edmund — .... . Spangle, Wash.
A. S.-Fr.—616 McLeod Ave.—3803
Astle, Edwin P . __ _____ ____ _ Hardin
Journ.-Jr.—829 Gerald Ave.—2924
Bartlett, Lucile E..... ........  -....Chester
A. S.-Math.-Sr.—Corbin Hall—t  I
Barton, Esther ______________ _ Bowdoin
A. S.-Home Econ.-Jr.—Corbin Hall—1 S
Barton, Herbert J. ..__ ............ Bowdoin
A. S.-Fr.—South Hall—2 W
Bateman, Franklin .......     Libby
Pharm.-Fr.—601 Daly Ave.—4160
Bates, Robert M. _____............ Missoula
A. S.-Pre-Legal-So.—P. O. Box 1S5—’ 
041J1
Bell, Marion T. ..............................  Conrad
A. S.-Lib. Econ.-So.—401 McLeod Ave. 
—8760—
Bernard, Hugh C. ..............  Kaliepell
For.-Jr.—346 Blaine St.—5666
Bertllng, Mary R. _____  Spokane, Wash.
A. S.-Engl.-Jr.—106 Connell Ave.—3940
Bidstrip. Marvin L. ____  Dillon
Journ-Jr.—Paxton Hotel—4969
Bowden, Sara W. .. ..... .......... .......  Butte
A. S.-Fr.—North Hall—8 W
Brown, Irene J . ____..________ Missoula
Unci.—221 E. Broadway—3244
Brown, Mary I. ___ ______ ___ Missoula
A. S.-Bot.-Gr.—725 Brooks St.—2460
Brown, M. Morgueritte .........- ..... -  Butte
A. S.-Fr.—North Hall—3 W
Bunch, Louise, Mrs. ...........    Missoula
Mus. Sp.—616 Eddy Are.—4092
Burch, Marjorie B., Mrs. - .......  Missoula
Unci.—729 Keith Ave.—4088
Byrne, Elisabeth M....... .... ...___ Missoula
A. S.-Fr.—102 S. Fourth St. W.—3207
Ceserani, V ic to r________..._____ B u tte ;
A. S.-Fr.—732 Gerald Ave.—2870
Charter!*, Joseph __ ____ ..... Great Falls
A. S.-So.—628 Daly Ave.—3719
Chklester, Hortense ...............   Butte
A. S.-Hist.-Sr.—804 Cherry St,—2508 
Chlnske, Edward ...... Michigan City, Ind.
A. S.-Phys. Educ.-Sr.—1011 Gerald Ave 
> —3880
Cochran, L e la n d  ’.-------...------  Sidney
A. S.-Fr.—601 Daly Ave.—4860
Cole, Burnett ____________ Miles City
A. S.-Fr.—South Hall—2 W
Colville, Frank __    Missoula
For. Fr.—R. F. D. No. 1—041J6
Cornell, Roscoe.......... .......    Dillon
A. S.-Fr.—829 Gerald Ave.—2924
Coughlin. Cora ......... ......— —  Helmville
A. S.-Fr.—681 E. Sixth St. W.—4897
Cozad, Violet L . _____________ Missoula
A. S -Econ.-So.—1418 Toole Ave.
Culver, Newton ......... ..Fort Shaw
A. S.-Pre-Bus. Ad.-So.—1006 Ceroid Ave. 
—2614
Cunningham, Dorcas ......   Helena
Journ.-So.—623 E. Front S t—4700
Dickson, Paul K. —— .......... - ......  Devon
Journ.-Jr.—1011 Gerald Ave.—3800
Dodge, Gerald A ._____ __  Missoula
A. S.-Fr.—804 .Cbeny S t—2608
Donohoe, William ...................... .  Xallspell
A. S.-Fr.—South Hall—3 W
Dunwell, Francis A. ....... ...... ,— Missoula
A. S.-Chem.-So.—414 W. Spruce S t—3017
Dunwell, Leo _   Missoula
A. S.-Fr.—414 W. Spruce 8t.—3017
Dussault Edward __   Miseoula
A. S.-Pre-Legal-So.—446 8. Second St.
—2632
Elliott, W. Harvey ____ l____  Missoula
A. S.-Gr.—302 Beckwith Ave.—2016
Everett, Helen D . ----- Sacramento, Cal.
Mus. Sp.—128 F ifth St. E.— 4692
Fisher, Elizabeth A. __ ________ Camas
Jouhn.-Fr.—Corbin Hall—3 S
Ford, Frank R .___ _— Beverly Hills, CaL
A. S.-Fr.—South Hall—2 W
Elizabeth .... ...... ..... . Berkeley, Cal
A. S.-For. Lang.-Sr.—616 University Ave. 
—4854
Gates. Wright A. ---------------- Missoula
g.-Fr.—411 Hammond Block
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP 
AND BEAUTY PARLOR
The Barber Shop De Luxe for 
La die 8 and Gentlemen 
Who Care.
W. H. Dobsloff 186 Higgins
L E T  US FRAME 
YOUR PICTURES
New designs in band carved 
frames and mouldings.
McKAY ART CO.
Students given preferred ap­
pointment! eliminating con­
flicts with classes.
DR. V. R. JONES
Phone 5454 
Open Evenings
- I F  YOU USE -  
Shell 400 Gasoline
“THE DRY GAS”
Step on Starter—Gone!
Save Battery— Save Time
McKenzie-Wallace Service Co.
Hagens, Bornica .
h «<».
A- S -E d u a - O r .- m  «. t o S , s l T
»  i. „  —2606Hall, George M. ___  a .
A. S.-Geof -Hr__rYT'wl T *- Cart«rsvllle
Harriott, ^Dorothy*’ * A™ T 2J83
A- a -K o , w
Hill. Howard * * * -"
A. S.-Math.-8r.—ionii T i" :.-.  s .t*T«»»rUl« 
H urra. William TA.. s .-F r—ssi . .  Waahlnxton, Pa.
James. Ernaat^R .1 A v . . _ m
A. S.-Econ.-Sr— — r
Johnson, CTar.no. E  * 7  A w —32(4
A. S.-Pra-Bna. Ad 
T —-2284
•tune, Francis s .
n Z T iS?*- * T ’ C*1
Kennedy, Raymond r
Jourm-So.—i o n  n .r '. iT 'I -------------
Krankien. E lnar . d A r*— » « «
A. S.-Fr. 658 Bockwith*Ave ~ 26ja*°n 
UaeCaaae, Alphonse J. . .
Pharm .-Fr._6i2 s  *l«aou!a
^ « a . . .  Henrietta °Ur' h  8t-
Jonrn.-Sr.-405 Alder S t—4m * ° UU 
t-analnr. Frederick
Mue. Sp— 233 Beckwith' ^
Larson, Frank v<’ ,837
Joum.-Fr.—Sonth H aSH i~w fh*lb,r 
Lnraon, Reynold O. ,V_
Hus. Ad.-Sr.__52i 1bmw****« B,d ®an<*y,
Uawle, Dorothy v A v e ._ ,M7
S -Mualo-Jo._i'4TDa^ 1Lommaeeon, Thome. .. TT.5473,
For.-Sr__42* xc„t ----- Missoula
Hadden,S ..H I.t.J r .- ,0 S  S .V ,n rth  S t  E ™
i-    —8205
Magnuaon. Melvin E. .
u  8  -Fr.—South Hall—J E  '
Maxey. Curtle K. x.,„n *Journ Hurllnyton, Wash.
Mayo. ^ r o V h 7  r °°k*S.-F r 64K a "m  T ------- Missoula
Hiller. LIoT T h  C°”d 8 t  **«• 
Hodlln, Abe! o  0  ,1 Ave.—3756
„  , ®P— 563 Hlii' s t —442' ,  HteeouJa
Morris. John J.a g . r  _ ' Fort Benton
a . a.-Fr.—South Hall__2 rr
Nauman, Willard *
^  M rarm-Sq - i o i i
narherbon. William _  0
0'Mane3f ID*ĉ rt^ rr' ^ 0rlh ^ ,~~3 E
Hue. Sp.—61,  D jy 'iT . '~ .» ,* * ° Uta 
Rhude, Harold W  Aro— 2392
A- S -F In . A rte -JrL jM ' ™ . "  • Bu*‘«
Robertson, Garry E. y  A^ a —2563
A. s-E duc__Jr,—* ( 7 i £ £ r r  Two 1)01
Sanders. Eether U  7  Av* —28,2
A. S.-HI*.-Or— ----------Missoula
Schroeder. RobertA. S.-Fr.— 758 —  Missoula
dh.Valler, DU c .  . V*' ?!?*
Slack. “ **"* S t— ‘*,S
A-8-^-8-  i23K w£Z£*Ave.—2680
. . .w a r t  V ^ n l a  D  F or, H l ^ . u
T h o rn y  H a W D
Journ -Jr /v-aa *v in if red
H a la n r S lp h ^ 00"**  P*r,or- 3844
X  S.-Fr.—South H a lL 2  E0lltl<,<,!t
VanVorst, Earl B......—.... —......  Kalispcll
A. S.-Fr.—340 8. Sixth S t  E.—2072
Vesel, Anna ________ ________ Roundup
A. S.-Fr.—North Hall—8 W
Walker, Clifford E . ----------------Missoula
A. S.-Econ.-So.—586 E. Broadway
Webster, Morris W. _‘...........  Whitefish
A. S.-Fr.—425 University Ave.—2364 
Wheatley, Tom A. Sault 8te. Marie, Mich. 
Bus. Ad.-Sr.—601 Daly Ave.—4360
Whltham, Miriam ------------- Missoula
A. S.-Engl.-Gr.—Randall Apts.—2591
Winter, Frank L . ..... .... ..... ....  Montague
Unci.—1011 Gerald Ave.—3880
WYATT, CLASS OF *27,
WORKS AT PEEK DRUG
Roger Wyatt, ’27, son of Superin­
tendent Wyatt of the Sheridan, Mon­
tana, schools, is a t present employed 
by the Peek Drug company. Previous 
to his graduation and after it  he was 
employed by the Whitworth Drug 
company a t Deer Lodge. He is a mem­
ber of Kappa Psi, men's national phar­
maceutical fraternity, and Delta Sig­
ma Lambda, social fraternity.
INCREASE IN LIBRARY SPACE.
Plans for a relief library a t the 
University of Colorado are under way 
for taking care of overcrowded condi­
tions, especially in the summer quar­
ter. By that time seating and reading 
accommodations for 200 people will 
have been placed on the first floor of 
the new memorial student union bnild­
ing. The addition to the library will 
be purely a reserve reading room for 
education students only, where about 
5,000 books will be put on the stacks.
In summer there are about 740 more 
arts and graduate students than in the 
winter, taking educational- subjects. It 
is to meet this need daring the summer 
quarter when the downstairs reading 
room in the present library Is extreme­
ly overcrowded, that the new reading 
room has been conceived for this sum­
mer.
During the summer quarter the pres­
ent downstairs reserve reading room is 
used by 800 people when It is suitably 
equipped for only about 190.—The Sil­
ver and Gold.
Crowder Plays Solos 
A t Music Club Meet
Several piano solos by Prof. John 
Crowder and a talk, “The History of 
the Piano,” were features of the meet­
ing of the Music club In Dean DeLoss 
Smith’s studio last Thursday evening.
Ella Pollinger was in charge of the 
program for the evening and the meet­
ing was sponsored by Sigma Alpha 
Iota, women's national honorary mus­
ical fraternity.
WINNER OF CONTEST.
Dudley L. Harley, ’90, whose home is 
in Martlnsbnrg, West Virginia, won a 
national essay contest prize of $10,000. 
The essay was composed, written and 
bound into book form during an en­
forced extension of his summer vaca­
tion, while both wrists were in splints. 
The wrists were broken in a fall from 
his horse last September and the fact 
that he could not return to school led 
to his decision to enter the contest.
This is not the first contest he has 
won; his education has been furthered 
by two scholarships won In essay com­
petitions sponsored by the American 
Chemical society. Harley is also a 
candidate for a Rhodes scholarship 
from his home state. He expects to use 
his new wealth in furthering his edu­
cation and his ambition is to be a 
writer.—Bozeman Weekly Exponent.
NOTICE LAWYERS.
All Law school students are invited 
to the annual banquet of the Bar Asso­
ciation of the Fourth Judicial District 
of Montana to be held a t the Florence 
hotel Saturday, January 25, a t 6:90 
o'clock.
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
Typing neatly done.
Cut rates for students. 
SADIE NIXON
Florence Hotel Lobby 
9 a. ra/ to 2 p. m.
Spring Cleaning now in order
FASHION CLUB 
CLEANERS
525 South Higgins 
Phone 2061
INTRAMURALS AT COLORADO.
Twenty fraternity teams are expect­
ed to report for intramural basketball 
for the 1990 season on the University 
of Colorado campus. The season will 
open Monday, January 20. A larger 
number of independent teams will be 
entered this year than any previous 
season.—Silver and Gold.
PROF. YOUNG RETURNS.
Professor R. T. Young, who has been 
ill for several days, returned to his 
classes yesterday. He was unable to 
attend any classes last week.
OUr Work Is onr Best 
Recommendation. 
Metropole Barber Shop 
Basement B A H  Jewelry Shop 
Fine Haircutting is Onr Specialty. 
THOMPSON A MARLENEE
Dean A. L. Stone Is  III; 
Grandson Recovering
Dean Arthur L. Stone of the School 
of Journalism is confined to his home 
with a  case of bronchitis which will 
keep him in bed for several days.
John Stone, his four-year old grand­
son, who has been very ill with bron­
chial pneumonia, is now improving. 
John Is the son of the acting dean of 
women, Mrs. Mildred Stone.
ART.
Two hundred slxty-one students are 
enrolled in the a rt department of the 
University of California, Los Angeles 
branch. Former students and gradu­
ates have been able to secure respon­
sible positions. One is employed s t  
the University of Washington, another 
a t San Diego’s Teachers* college, two 
a t high schools In Wichita, K&zl, a 
large number on the faculty of the 
various elementary and high schools in 
the state of California, besides an in­
definite number who have commercial­
ized their efforts.*
Anything from the history of furni­
ture to bookbinding—from figure
drawing to pottery—can be studied a t  
the University. Due to the fact that 
commercial artists seek their educa­
tion elsewhere, only four of the 51 
courses now offered deal directly with 
commercial a r t
FOX-WILMA
Playing Toes, to Timxe.
HAMBURGERS
with a taBte-difference
Missoula Club
GILT TOP BBER
The Hamburger Kings
HL110VBLE Y0H TOUSEA D IFH M IY  
AubreyAuidiincIoss. CRIED fiEMUMiE
“ So? And what’s >wrong with m j tone, mjr haughty 
beauty 7”  barked Sir Mortimer.
“ Everything possible,”  she answered him nnflinehingly< 
“ Your voice is that o f a man gargling in an elevator 
shaft. Change'to OLD G O LD S . . .  they protect the throat.
No man shall call me honey who doee not smoke this 
honey-smooth cigarette . . .  not a cough in  a~carload.**
r. tsrlBare C .  O
FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY.. .N O T A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
Page Poor T H E  M O N T A N A  K A I M T N
GRIZZLIES DEFEAT 
SAINTS IN SERIES 
AT CAPITOL CITY
Friday’s Hoop Victory 41-34; 
Montana S w a m p e d  S t |  
Charles Saturday With 
Final Score 63-32.
Sport Spurts
After emerging victorious with a 41- 
84 score Friday night, Montana’s bas­
ket tossers came back strong Saturday 
evening to take the second game 
against Mount St. Charles with a 68-32 
score making a clean sweep of the two- 
game series with the Hilltoppers, at 
Helena.
In the first game against the Saints, 
the Grizzlies started off in winning 
style with a 10-2 lead which promised 
a  big score In the evening's perfor­
mance and forced the Hilltoppers to 
take time out in an effort to stop the 
Grizzlies’ hot spell, but the local ag­
gregation pulled away to a larger lead 
until the gun ended the half with the 
Grizzlies holding the edge with a 28-14 
count
I t  was In the beginning of the sec­
ond period that the fireworks began. 
Saint Charles found the basket fre­
quently and gradually crept up on Mon­
tana’s early commanding lead until 
the score board showed the Grizzlies 
with only a four-point lead and the 
score a t 32-28. With three minutes left 
the Saint Charles team had narrowed 
down the Grizzly margin to 85-32. At 
this point Montana spurted with three 
field goals with Chinske, Rankin and 
Rohiffs contributing to put the game 
In the book. Clairmont added a field 
goal to Saint Charles’ total just before
Qrizzlies Win 
Qrid Sweaters
Five Receive Third Service 
Stripe in Last Year 
of Football.
The Grizzlies easily vanquished 
Mount St. Charles a t Helena in the 
second game after the Saints threat­
ened to win the opener.
Eddie Chinske, flashy Grizzly for­
ward, was high scorer of the series 
with 12 field goals and six successful 
tosses from the free line for a total 
of 30 points.
Egan of S t  Charles was high man 
for the Helena quint, having turned 
in 20 points for the two nights. t
the gun sounded tbe end with the count 
41-34 for Montana.
Tbe box score:
Montana (41) FG FC PF Pts
Chinske, £ ......—...... . 4 5 8 13
B. Rohiffs, f _____ . 5 0 1 10
Rule, c __ __ ....__ . 6 i 1 13
Kilroy, g _____ __ . 0 1 3 1
Rankin, g __ ____ ... . 2 0 2 4
Doherty, g ______>0 0 0 0
T o ta ls .................. .17 7 10 41
S t Charles (34) *G 1C PF Pts
Roullier, f .............. 3 1 1 7
Egan, f __________ 5 0 2 10
Cross, c ----------- — 4 1 3 9
Clairmont, g .....___ 2 1 .8 5
Garner, g ............... 0 8 4 8
Nash, g ...................... 0 0 1 0
Totals .... .............. .14 6 . 14 34
These games definitely eliminated 
Mount 8L Charles from the race for 
the State crown. The Bobcats lead the 
field thus far but must knock the pins 
from under the Grizzlies a t Missoula 
before they can claim the title.
And another thing—Bozeman’s un 
beatable Bobcats were bounced by Brig­
ham Young a t Provo Saturday night 
The “Wonder Team” handed Romney’s 
pets a 59-43 drubbing in the first game 
of the series but were on the short end 
of the 45-42 score in Saturday evening's 
contest
I t was sight to behold in Montana’s 
Sunday morning papers a Bobcat loss 
and a Grizzly win on the same page.
Frank Ward of Montana State Is 
high scorer in the Rocky Mountain 
conference in both, divisions with a 
total of 90 points.
School papers, in the northern divi­
sion of the Pacific Coast conference 
have found something to write about 
a*':er the Grizzlies tied the tin can to 
the Vandals and Cougars.
Referee—Elliott
In the second game of the scries, 
the Grizzlies had things their own way 
from the opening whistle. The Mon­
tana team worked the ball down the 
floor for close in shots to demonstrate 
a  smooth working machine that could 
not* be denied 63 points for a  total 
score with the Saints trailing with 32.
Chinske started out the conflict with 
a  close in shot and was more like his 
former self when he bad piled up 17 
points for individual honors. Not far 
behind the flashy forward Billy 
Rohiffs, Chinske’s running mate, had 
contributed 12 points with Rankin and 
Rule tied a t 11 points each.
Montana not only showed real ball 
handling on offense but the defensive 
playing also was a feature of the per­
formance. Harp Kilroy got his usual 
■hare of rebounds to give his team 
mates a fast break, and also garnered 
tour points during the fray. Coach 
Stewart sent in the reserves with eight 
minutes left of the game. Stocking 
was sent in to take Rule’s place a t the 
center position while Carey and Lewis 
teamed at the forward berths in place 
of the Chinske-Rohiffs forward com­
bination. At the guard positions, Do­
herty and G. Rohiffs to the places of 
Kilroy and Rankin for the rdtnalnder 
of the game. The reserve strength 
also added to the total score, penetrat­
ing the Hilltoppers* defense for severali 
points until the gun brought the score 
to a standstill a t 63-32 for Montana.
The box score:
Even the “Oregon Emerald,” the offi- 
•iai organ of one of these schools which 
ve he r  advocated dropping Montana 
in the conference, came through 
v?fli an article favoring the Grizzlies.
Twenty-three varsity sweaters and 
one manager’s sweater were awarded 
Grizzly grldmen yesterday for their 
services during the 1929 season. Of 
these, five received sweaters with their 
third service stripe, having played their 
last year of collegiate football for Mon­
tana. Don Foss, Reid Harmon, Ray 
Lewis, Jimmy Morrow and Ted Mel- 
linger are the three-year veterans.
Elmer Burns, Bill Boone, Walter- 
Cox, Frank MacCarthy, Henry Murray 
are the five sophomores who were 
presented with their first year sweat­
ers. AH of these are expected to be 
back next fall with the Grizzlies.
Thirteen, varsity men received their 
second stripe and most of them will be j 
back next season with the exception 
of graduating seniors. They are Clyde 
Carpenter, Waldo Ekegren, Kermlt 
Ekegren, Ray Lyon, Clarence Muhlick, 
Tom Moore, Emil Perey, Russell Pet­
erson, Jerry Ryan, Ted Rule, George 
Schotte, Frank Spencer and Carl 
Walker.
Lewis W. Fetterly was manager of 
the 1929 squad and received a  man 
ager’s sweater.
Helena Fans See
Grizzlies for the First Time 
in Six Years
CUB HOOPSTERS 
INITIATE SEASON
Top
League Takes Two 
Out of Three Games
Harry VanDine, writing comment 
for the Oregon paper said, “Last year 
the Grizzlies won both games from the 
Webfoots and helped to send Coach 
Heinhardt’s men down in the stand 
ings. The Grizzlies have developed 
some great individual stars in all lines 
of sport and are one of the hardest 
fighting outfits on the coast”
The University of Washington Daily 
and the Idaho Argonaut also published 
articles commenting the Grizzlies on 
their powerful aggregation this year.
I t  seems that O. S. C. was also a 
strong objector to keeping Montana in 
the basketball conference but as yet 
they have not passed any comment in 
their columns.
Rosters of the intercollege teams 
who' will play in the tournament start­
ing February 4 must be in by Wednes­
day, Harry Adams said. Team man­
agers must do this as it will prevent 
holding up the show.
For having campus interest, the in­
tercollege tourney packs about as big 
a wallop as any intramural sport at 
the University and it is aided by the 
fact that the cream of the school is not 
eligible to participate. Freshman and 
Varsity players must stay on the side­
lines for this affair.
Unless any school states that it does 
not intend to enter there will be six 
clubs in the tournament representing 
the Schools of Law, Forestry, Journal­
ism, Business Administration, Arts and 
Sciences and Pharmacy.
The Freshmen had a game scheduled 
with the “Flying Presbyterians” for 
next Saturday afternoon but the 
Presbys will play a t PlalnsTnstead.
Montana (68 FG FC PF Pts _____
Chinske, f --------- .... 8 1 1 17 The Grizzlies* next home game will
B. Rohiffs, f  
Rule, c ______
.... 6 0 0 12
11
be with Whitman on February 7 and 8.
Kilroy, g _ .... 1 2 3 4 STUDENT TOUR.
Rankin, g . . .... 5 1 2 11
Stocking, c ....__ — 1 0 0 2 —
J . Lewis, f  ___ 0 0 0 0 University of Cincinnati students
Carey, f _  2 0 0 4 will go on a tour through Europe on
Doherty, g ..__...... .... 1 0 0 2 the S. S. Leviathan this summer, from
C. Rohiffs, g ---- .... 0 0 0 0 June 28 to August 81. The Itinerary 
Is under the management of the Uni-
T o ta ls_______ 7 7 versa! Tours company and a few uni-
St. Charles (32) FG FC PF ktisit.y .-students.
0 A A campaign for more student travel-
Egan, f ___  .. in ers has been started on the campus.
- 3 2
Already there are about ten men who
Kappa Psi, men's national phai 
ceutical fraternity, will meet in 
•nee hall Thursday evening at 9 o’c 
to elect officers.
j $009, fifty dollars to be paid with the 
| application and $500 to be paid five 
: " before sailing. The price would 
Qjouut t<> about $800 if students sailed 
me, it is said.
1 i'he itinerary includes Paris and 
Versailles, France; Brussels, Belgium; 
I Cologne, Rhine" by steamer, Wiesbaden, 
Heidelberg University, Munich and 
Galleries, Hamburg, and Berlin, Ger- 
I many; Prague, Czechoslovakia; and 
j Vienna, Austria. At Vienna the stu- 
! dents will stay for one full month.— 
* Cincinnati Bearcat.
Aerially speaking, the trip through 
the ozone to Kalispell and Somers 
made by the Presbyterian Collegians 
proved successful with two wins and 
one defeat. In the first game they 
defeated the Kalispell Elks, 24-19, al 
though in a  second tilt with the same 
team they came out second best. The 
Somers game was an easy victory end­
ing 42-21.
Perfect flying conditions aided Fri­
day’s 65-minute flight which was made 
in Bob Johnson’s cabin plane. On the 
return, Sunday afternoon, a snow­
storm caused poor visibility, forcing 
the plant to fly low over the lake 
shore although the trip lasted but 
five minutes longer.
This aerial expedition proved so 
successful that another will be made 
by the same squad on the coming 
week-end. They will play two games 
at Kalispell against the Elk team and 
possibly one a t Somers.
The Collegians are an Independent 
league club. Those whlb made the trip 
are K. Ekegren, Webster, Perey, Hon- 
nojd, E. Carey, Stillings and Dixon, 
manager.
OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED.
New Haven, Conn.—(AP)—Vice- 
president Curtis writing for the Yale 
Daily News, undergraduate paper, ex­
pressed his opinion that opportunities 
for youth on the threshold of their 
careers are unlimited and that the 
world is calling for leaders. Mr. Cur­
tis said In part:
“I  have no patience with those who 
say, ‘Everything worth while seems to 
have been done—what’s left for the 
young ipan of today?” Never have op­
portunities so literally crowded them­
selves • upon .youth at the threshold of 
a career as today. Youth is a t a high 
premium: its courage and zest is a 
priceless asset, and the world so ap­
praises it.
“Today youth is splendidly endowed 
by school and college and university 
In training and preparation.
“Furthermore, the world today Is 
more and more realizing that Its great­
est reliance is upon its human re­
sources. Progress In business, in gov­
ernment, or In science, is possible only 
with the persistent and intelligent ap­
plication of the qualities of mind and 
heart and soul.
“America’s  interests are now world­
wide. They offer many opportunities 
for service in industry, government 
and foreign relations, but they also 
Impose upon us, both as individuals 
and as a nation, new and increasing 
responsibilities. . .
“Leadership of the highest order is 
demanded by the accelerated changes 
of today in business, government, in 
science ad In the field of human re­
lations. . . . The continuance of the 
present high levels of national pros­
perity and International comity rest 
upon the quality of leadership which 
Is being developed and sponsored In 
the youth of today—the leaders of to­
morrow.”—McGill Dally.
Montana made no mistake In sched­
uling a  two game series with Mount 
St. Charles last Friday and Saturday. 
I t  had beeen nearly six years since 
the Capitol City basketball fans have 
had a  chance to see the University team 
perform.
Although Montana won out in both 
games, Coach Wilbur Eaton, Saint 
Charles mentor, deserves much credit 
for building up hard-fighting and fast 
passing team, using mostly yearling 
m aterial In  Roullier, Egan, and 
Clairmont, three team mates who rep­
resented Ronan high school last year,' 
Coach Eaton has possibilities of de­
veloping a strong team in a year or so 
that will cause most of the teams of 
the state much trouble.
The Montana players were made to 
feel that the Helena sport followers 
were pleased to entertain an Univer­
sity team. A comment in the Helena 
Independent read: “I t  was a good
exhibition from the Montana Grizzlies 
and those who attended the series are 
glad that we saw the famed outfit In 
action. Much obliged, Montana, for 
giving us the tre a t”
Plains and Missoula 
Week-End Games.
NOTICE
Kappa Kappa Psl meets Thursday 
a t 7:30 in Room 202 Main h a lt
MELVILLE M. RAWN, Pres.
Coach Harry Adams' freshmen en­
joyed a successful week-end by winning 
games from Plains and Missoula High 
school on Friday and Saturday nights. 
The Cub squad proved to be too much 
for either of the high school quints.
On Friday night, a t the University 
gymnasium the Freshmen took a highly 
tonted Plains high school team Into 
camp by a score of 42 to 19. At the 
Missoula high school gym the Cubs won 
from the Garden city youngsters by a 
39 to 15 count Missoula will play the 
Freshmen again as a preliminary to 
the Grizzly-Whitman game on Febru­
ary 8.
The Spanish dob will meet Wednes­
day evening a t 7 :30 o'clock a t the Trl 
Delt house. Plans for the Spanish dub 
play will be discussed, and refresh­
ments will be served. Members are 
urged to be present.
VERNACULAR
SWIMMING MEET.
An interclass swimming meet, the 
first ever held a t Oregon State, was 
scheduled last week on the Intramural 
sports program. The meet was open 
to the public. Varsity, class and frosh 
teams were those in competition. A 
round robin of water polo games Is to 
be played on Wednesday and Thursday 
afternoons every week until further 
notice.—Oregon State Barometer.
SALES RESISTANCE.
Even colleges sometimes lapse .un­
original. Take for instance such minor 
and inconsequential things as selling 
yearbooks and magazines.
The University of Minnesota Gopher 
offered a kiss with each sale. Chorus 
girls from the Rio Rita road show were 
to supply the kisses. The sale was 
stopped by the faculty.
Soon after the University of Wash­
ington columns magazine hired Rio 
Rita chorus girls to help speed up a 
subscription drive, the show girls being 
given preference over campus beauties.
The spirit spread. Back a t Boston 
University the Beanpot secured the 
services of chorines, whose kisses were 
guaranteed and *the magazine was 
thrown in.
Why college coeds instead of chorus 
girls were not called upon to quash the 
masculine sales resistance on the vari­
ous campi was not explained, but prob­
ably lay in the bashfulness of the col­
legiate sister. This does not seem to 
bear out the picture of the typical coed 
in college movies who dispenses kisses 
promiscuously to lucky wights.—Ore­
gon Emerald.
“ARE YOU ABOVE THE SALT?”
Washington State College, Pullman, 
—“Are you above the salt?” This 
simple query does 'not represent the 
conversation of a madman, but was a 
common phrase v of Anglo-Saxon days, 
according to Florence Harrison, dean 
of the college of home economics at 
Washington State.
“In Queen Elizabeth’s time the salt 
cellar eclipsed the guest of honor for 
the place of distinction. I t  was more 
than a condiment container; it  was 
symbolic in itself. Highly ornamental 
and barbaric in its splendor, the salt 
cellar marked the exact degree of the 
guests a t the table. Persons of dis­
tinction sat above the salt, between It 
and the head of the table. Those who 
sat below the salt were dependents 
and inferior guests. Man in those days 
judged his brother, not by clothes or 
money, but by his place a t  the table.
DEAN MILLER ADDRESSES
CHRISTIAN UNION MEET
Dean J. E. Miller addressed a group 
of students a t the home of Jesse Bunch 
last night, on Campus Casualties—or 
Why Students F a it” This was the 
third of a series of talks sponsored 
during the week-end by the University 
Christian Union.
FUDGE METROPOLITAN DAILIES.
Journalism students at Washington 
State college ranked the New York 
Times as the best metropolitan paper 
in a course in newswriting. The other 
papers which made up the Big Five 
were: Kansas City Star, Portland Ore­
gonian, Chicago Tribune and Christian 
Science Monitor in their respective 
order.
Selection of the papers was based 
upon completeness of news service, ef­
fectiveness of makeup, editorial lead­
ership, lack of sensationalism and ex­
cellence of special features.—Washing­
ton State Evergreen.
We make Loveliness 
Lovelier
Everyone is talking about our com­
bination permanent waves, artistic 
marcels, magical facials special 
shampoos, manicures.
Barbara’s Vanity 
Shop
207 First National Bank Bldg. 
3rd Floor
“Bud, I  sure took a merry beating 
in the last spasm and I’m nigh onto 
busting off the squad. Got a smoke 
up in every course just because I  didn’t 
crack a book, do any dry-balUng or 
crash an exam. Guess I’ll have ta get 
on the boat, do a little apple-polishing 
and lay off queening the froken 500.”
This sounds like Greek to the aver­
age student but the Stanford “rough” 
merely meant tp imply to his “pal” that 
he “got the bird hung on him” in the 
last term’s work and that he was likely 
to “flunk out of school.” He got a 
“valentine” In every conrse, for the 
simple reason that he didn’t  “h it a 
book,” “do the bookworm act” or “hit 
an exam.” The only solution in view 
was to “get off the dime,” do a little 
“mightee fine stool-pigeoning,” and to 
quit “fussin' the co-eds.” Even then, 
it is doubtful that the uninitiated 
would gather very much knowledg 
from the jargon of either the “rough” 
or “Joe, college man.”
The variations of this slang differ­
entiates between the students of the 
various American colleges. A student 
transferring from one college to an­
other feels like a foreigner until he 
masters the current language of the 
new school.
Imagine your embarrassment if 
someone invited you “to get on the 
gravy train” and then yon suddenly 
discovered that he merely wanted you 
“to spear a bean.”
At Stanford university the “fussers’ 
guide” becomes the “ball-out” a “book­
worm” becomes a  “dry ball” and a 
“stool pigeon” Is termed an “apple- 
polisher.”
A student can’t  “flunk out” of Stan­
ford because he is “busted off the 
squad” is heard a t Palo Alto as 
“snake.” The Stanford “rough” does 
not “fuss,” he “queens” but the result 
is the same. He “drags one of the 
frozen 500” instead of “rating a date 
with a  co-ed.”
Stanford men never get “canned-up” 
or “polluted” but that doesn’t  mean 
that they are “tetotalers.” They mere­
ly get “crocked,” “gowed” or boiled.” 
They get “smoke-ups” from the regis­
tra r’s office instead of the familiar 
“valentines” a t midterms and then they 
have to “get on the boat” instead of 
the “getting/off the dime” and “crack 
a book” rather than “hitting the 
books.”
First year men a t the southern col­
lege wear “dinks” in place of “rook 
lids” and upper classmen don “monkey 
jackets” or “straight jackets” instead 
of “soup and fish” to attend formal 
dances. I f  they make a mistake they 
never “get the bird hung” on them but 
merely “take a  merry beating.”
“Joe college” wonders why the 
“rough” doesn't speak English and get 
civilized, but then the average civilian 
wonders what they both are talking 
about and marvels a t the modern col­
lege man’s ability to express himself 
In such colorful, descriptive terms that 
are direct to the point.—Student Life.
The University Christian Union will 
sponsor an open house next Friday 
night a t 8 o’clock, a t 616 Eddy avenue.
Presbyterian students will hold 
party tomorrow night a t the home of 
Dr. David Jackson. I t  was originally 
planned to have a sleighrldc, but lack 
of snow has barred this. All Presby 
terian students are invited.
There will be a meeting of Inter 
fraternity Council a t the Sigma Nu 
house Wednesday evening.
LAWRENCE GAUGHAN, Pres.
Sigma Alpha Iota will meet Thurs­
day afternoon at 5 o’clock in the Main 
hall rest room.
MARION CLINE, Pres.
Alpha Kappa Psi will meet In the 
seminar room in Craig hall a t  8 o’clock 
tonight
CHARLES MASON, Pres.
Number of Women 
Report at Open-Hour
Lorraine Rowe, former student in 
the Pharmacy school, was operated on 
Friday in Miles City.
Open hours for swimming and ap­
paratus work have been announced and 
a large number of girls have signed 
for the teams but a still larger group 
is expected, according to Mrs. Harriet 
Wood, instructor in women’s physical 
education.
Swimming open honrs are a t 5 
o’clock on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
and apparatus practice Is held a t 1 
o’clocks on the same days. Girls who 
are unable to work for apparatus hon­
ors a t these times may com e'at other 
hours by making arrangements with 
Helen Bruneau, manager.
LENITA SPOTTSWOOD IN  EAST.
Lenita Spottswood, ’29, will leave 
Missoula soon to accompany her father 
on a three-week trip  to Chicago, Louis­
ville and New York.
WE ARE HERE TO 
ACCOMMODATE
Name Your Own Honrs 
Missoula Business College 
Phone 3836 for appointment
Numeral Aware
WOl Be Made al Party Thorad. 
afay; Attendance Crgtd
Numeral, will be awarded 
W. A. A. party to be held la fly 
en’l  gymnasium Thursday em  
8 o’clock. Bertha Cone will 
charge of the program.
All girls named on teams Us 
ter will receive numerals and 
other W .A . A. awards will be 
games and food will also feati 
evening. All W. A. A. meat* 
invited and urged to attend.
LONG AND SHORT OP I?
Perhaps the skirt controveny 
called a  compromise, now, wli 
announcement of Parisian dee 
that French stylists have bowed 
edict of American women. To „» 
ever, It Is far from settled, If we 
try to fathom the fickle mlnds,«f 
Sam’s daughters, and attempt to 
the hidden motives behind so- 
“dictators.”
The authentic forecast for spr 
seems, Is evening dresses will r 
long, bnt afternoon dresses w 
medium while sport and Inf 
clothes will be triumphantly 
Fortunately, something will be 
Paris wants everything as long ,  
Eiffel tower Is high, bnt America 
porters protested and won. A
The Joker in It la that the Ame 
buyers with huge stocks of short­
ed models accumulated with the • 
ent and most sensible “fad” die 
dictating—and so styles, fada and 
turlers are the “yes’s and no’a? o 
business Interests concerned. %
So far as Is apparent, nothing, 
been changed, and nothing will b< 
less the Importers decree I t  Perl 
before long, unwary, shunted, 
martame In America, France, Xng 
or where n o t will rise in pr. 
against fashion dictators and a 
their true desires in regard to 
clothing they want to wear.—Or 
Barometer.
NOTICE.
Delta Psl Kappa meeting Wednex 
evening, 7 :30 o’clock, a t the Afyhr 
Delta house.
FLORENCE § 
LAUNDRY CO.
Dial 8802
The Students’ Laundry
DENTISTS
MURPHY 8  RAMAKER
Phone 2S11 305 Wilma Bldg.
FINEST IN THE STATE
CRYSTAL 
BARBER SHOP 
HOWARD PATTON, Proprietor 
Montana Building 
—Fine Hair Cutting—
UNIVERSITY
GROCERY
Hostess Cakes
Candy, Cigars and Cigarettes 
Drugs and Groceries 
Kotex
1121 Helen Ave. Phone 5564 
We Deliver
Going to serve punch at 
the party?
PHONE 3352
Majestic Candy 8  
Beverage Co.
Bowls and Glasses 
Furnished Free.
After the Gam a
A - hot - lunch - will • make 
you - feel - fine - whether* * 
- win - or - lose.
The Coffee Parlor
SKY ROOM J 
is students’ headquarter!.
Up to Date?
Are you wearing a  1920 f fH  
on your glasses, to match j 
1930 suit or dress? People nd 
tice glasses; don’t let yonst |  
old fashioned. We have at si 
times a complete line of th 
newest and best looking frame 
and mountings, f
Barnett Optical Co>
129 E. Broadway •
Martha Washington 
Candies
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES 
BU TTER CREAMS 
BON BONS
$1.00 per pound
Assorted 10c Bars 
Famous for Goodness
PUBLIC DRUG 
STORE
Florence Hotel
“Mit” Mithun - “Bob” Harper
FRED MILES 0  M ONTY THOMSON!
Have Opened Their New Location at 
120 W EST MAIN
We wish to thank our old patrons and hope we merit y o u fj'4  
trade in the fnture. We carry a full line of cigars, cigar* i 
ettes and Gilt Top beer. Also hamburgers and hot dogs^.J
Come in and see ns in our new place.
TH E TURF
NORTHERN FUR CO.
The only exclusive fur store in Missoula.
527 N. Higgins st t t .  Phone 2518
We sold out all our Fur Coats that we o f  
fered at cost. Just got in fifteen more which 
will be sold at
COST ONLY
IL
This is to your advantage. We also havi 
the latest new fur scarfs for spring.
